
3,82 THE WORLD BEFORE THE DELUGE.

But before entering on the evidences which exist of the glacial
era we shall glance at the picture presented by the animals of the

period; the vegetable products we need not dwell on-it is,. in fact,
that of our own era, the flora of temperate regions in our own epoch.
The same remark would apply to the animals, but for some. signal
exceptions. In this epoch Man appears, and some of the Mammals of
the last epoch, but of larger dimensions, have long disappeared..
The more remarkable of these extinct animals we shall describe, as
we have those belonging to anterior ages. They are not numerous;
those of our hemisphere being the Mammoth, Eie1uzsrimigenius.;
the Bear, Ursus selus; gigantic Lion, Fells sftela; Hyena,
Flycena. sj5ela; Ox, Bison P1SCFIS, Bos rirnigwius; the gigantic
Stag, 'erviis megaceros; to which we may add the Dinornis and
Eiornzc, among birds. In America there existed in the Quaternary
epoch some Edentates of colossal dimensions and of very peculiar
structure, these were Megal/zerium, Megcilonyx,, and A'Tyi'odon; we
shall pass these animals in review, beginning with those of our own

hemisphere.
The Mammoth, the skeleton of which is represented in Fig. i 8o,

surpassed the largest existing Elephants of the tropics in size, for it

was from sixteen to eighteen feet in height. The teeth, and the size
of the monstrous tusks, much curved, and with a spiral turn out

wards, and which were from ten to fifteen feet in length, serve to dis

tinguish the Mammoth from the two Elephants living at the present

day, the African and the Indian. The form of its teeth permits of

its being distinguished from its ally, the Mastodon; for while the

teeth of the latter have rough mammillations on their surface, those

of the Mammoth, like those of the living Indian Elephant, have a

broad united surface, with regular furrowed lines of large curvature.

The teeth of the Mammoth are four in number, like the Elephants,
two in each jaw when the animal is adult, its head is elongated, its

forehead concave, its jaws curved and truncated in front. It has

been an easy task, as we shall see, to recognise the general form and

structure of the Mammoth, even to its skin. We know beyond a

doubt that it was thickly covered with long shaggy hair, and that a

copious mane floated upon its neck and along its back; its trunk

resembled that of the Indian Elephant; its body was heavy, with a

tail naked to. the end, which was covered with thick tufty hair, and

its legs were comparatively shorter than those of the latter ammal,

many of the habits of which it nevertheless possessed. Biumenbach

gave it the specific name of Elephas rirnzgenius.
In all ages, and in almost all countries, chance discoveries have
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